A NEW VIEW:

TV IS CHANGING,

but people still CRAVE CONTENT
Television has evolved dramatically in the past 25 years. A generation ago,
traditional coaxial cable was king. Families gathered in the living room
to catch new episodes of their favorite shows as they aired each week.
The Big Four networks—ABC, NBC, CBS and Fox—were leading the way.

A NEW BIG 4

Two-and-a-half decades have changed everything. The days
of boxy TVs, bulky remotes and clunky rabbit ears are gone.
In this era, technology and entertainment have become a
dynamic duo. As sleek and sharp converges with powerful
and portable, a new Big Four has emerged.

4 GAME-CHANGING TRENDS

Americans spend nearly

74% of U.S. homes

8 billion hours

have access to a subscription-based
video-on-demand service.

The average U.S. adult watches

6 hours of video a day.

per month streaming content.

The U.S. has more than 820 million
connected video devices.

4 WAYS TO PLAY
 TVs are internet-

enabled and
packaged with
dozens of
integrated apps
for programming.

 High-speed

internet allows
computers to play
HD and better
video quality
in browsers.

 Small, lightweight  With an app and a
and portable,
tablets are highly
video-capable
and improving all
the time.

tap, smartphones
render video
without missing a
beat—wirelessly.

4 CONSUMER CRAVINGS

Value

The right mix
of content at a
competitive price.

Convenience
More hassle-free
ways to watch.

User Experience
Easy access to
content and flexible
viewing options

Choice

A wide selection
of content
in one place.

THE WAY FORWARD?
Direct-to-consumer content delivery is not going away.
In fact, even traditional cable providers are catching
on. Some providers have their own streaming apps
in development. Others are embracing the market
altogether, offering app-based pay TV services
over the internet, with the same programming
that’s available on traditional cable, but
adding many of the features you see on
streaming services.

BROADBAND IS THE BACKBONE
The driving force behind new trends in television will
continue to be high-speed internet. As homes accumulate
more streaming-capable devices, including Smart TVs,
broadband needs will rise. Video is one of the most
bandwidth-demanding online activities. Providers currently
recommend at least 25Mbps for streaming in HDR or 4K.
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